Wordscapes level 5800 answers
Wordscapes level 5800 in the Strand Group and Bank Pack contains 17 words
and the letters CEHMOR making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 42 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 68,407 words and 280,021 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
HEM, HER, ORE, HOE, REM, OHM, COME, ECHO, HERO, HOME, MORE, CHORE, HOMER, OCHRE,
CHEMO, OCHER, CHROME.
The extra or bonus words are:
OMER, MECH, ERM, REH, MOR, MHO, CHER, COR, REO, EMO, MEH, ECH, CORM, MOC, MERCH,
CORE, ROC, HOER, REC, ROM, HOC, COM, OCHE, ROE, HORE, COMER, HERM, CERO,
MERC, MOCH, CHEM, MOE, ORC, MOHR, CREM, CROME, ROCH, OCH, RHO, ECO, CHE,
HOM.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 5800
HEM - Used to fill in the gap of a pause with a vocalized sound.
HER - Belonging to her.
ORE - Rock that contains utilitarian materials; primarily a rock containing metals or
gems which (at the time of the rock's evaluation and proposal for extraction) are ab
le to be separated from its neighboring minerals and processed at a cost that does no
t exceed those materials' present-day economic values.
HOE - An agricultural tool consisting of a long handle with a flat blade fixed perpen
dicular to it at the end, used for digging rows.
REM - Rapid eye movement, a sleep state.
OHM - In the International System of Units, the derived unit of electrical resistance
; the electrical resistance of a device across which a potential difference of one vo
lt causes a current of one ampere.
COME - To move from further away to nearer to.
ECHO - A reflected sound that is heard again by its initial observer.
HERO - A real or mythical person of great bravery who carries out extraordinary deeds
.
HOME - One's own dwelling place; the house or structure in which one lives; especiall
y the house in which one lives with his family; the habitual abode of one's family; a
lso, one's birthplace.
MORE - Comparative form of many: in greater number. (Used for a discrete quantity.).

CHORE - A task, especially a difficult, unpleasant, or routine one.
HOMER - An ancient Hebrew measure of capacity, equal to ten ephahs or ten baths, and
approximately equal to ten or eleven bushels.
OCHRE - An earth pigment containing silica, aluminum and ferric oxide.
CHEMO - Short for chemotherapy.

Word definitions - wordscapes level 5800
OCHER - Alternative spelling of ochre.
CHROME - Another name for chromium when used to plate other metals.

